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Abstract
Let k ď g be nonnegative integers. We consider a family of polarised abelian varieties
of dimension g over R and give a criterion for the density in the parameter space of
those abelian varieties over R containing a k-dimensional abelian subvariety over R.
As applications, we prove density of such a set in the moduli space of polarised real
abelian varieties of dimension g, and (for small k) density of real algebraic curves
mapping non-trivially to real k-dimensional abelian varieties in the moduli space of
real algebraic curves of genus g as well as in the moduli space of real plane curves.
This extends to the real setting results by Colombo and Pirola as outlined in [CP90].
1 Introduction
Fix an integer g ě 0. Let A and B be complex manifolds, and let
ψ : AÑ B, s : B Ñ A, E P R2ψ˚Z (1)
be a polarised holomorphic family of g-dimensional complex abelian varieties. The map
ψ is a proper holomorphic submersion, s is a section of ψ, and At :“ ψ´1ptq is a complex
abelian variety of dimension g with origin sptq, polarised by Et P H2pAt,Zq, for t P B.
Suppose moreover that ψ admits a real structure in the following sense: A and B are
equipped with anti-holomorphic involutions τ and σ, commuting with ψ and s and com-
patible with the polarisation, in the sense τ˚pEq “ ´E. For example, this is true when
ψ is real algebraic, i.e. induced by a polarised abelian scheme over a smooth R-scheme.
Let BpRq be the set of fixed points under the involution σ : B Ñ B. If t P BpRq, then At
is equipped with an anti-holomorphic involution τ preserving the group law. We shall
not distinguish between the category of abelian varieties over R and the category of
complex abelian varieties equipped with an anti-holomorphic involution preserving the
group law. Thus, if t P BpRq, then At is an abelian variety over R. Define Rk Ă BpRq:
Rk “ tt P BpRq : At contains an abelian subvariety over R of dimension ku . (2)
For t P B, the polarisation gives an isomorphism H0,1pAtq – H1,0pAtq˚; using the dual
of the differential of the period map we obtain a symmetric bilinear form
q : H1,0pAtq bH1,0pAtq Ñ TtB˚. (3)
Condition 1.1. There exists an element t P B and a k-dimensional complex subspace
W Ă H1,0pAtq such that the complex 0 ÑŹ2W ÑW bH1,0pAtq Ñ TtB˚ is exact.
Our main theorem is the following.
Theorem 1.2. If B is connected and if Condition 1.1 holds, then Rk is dense in BpRq.
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We give the following three applications of Theorem 1.2. We call a real algebraic curve
a proper, smooth and geometrically connected curve over R. Let M Rg be the set of
isomorphism classes of real algebraic curves of genus g, and denote by A Rg the set of
isomorphism classes of principally polarised abelian varieties of dimension g over R.
These sets carry natural real analytic structures, see Remark 1.5 below.
Theorem 1.3. A. Abelian varieties over R containing a k-dimensional abelian sub-
variety over R are dense in the moduli space A Rg of principally polarised abelian
varieties of dimension g over R, for every integer k such that 0 ď k ď g.
B. For g ě 3 and k P t0, 1, 2, 3u, real algebraic curves C that admit a map ϕ : C Ñ A
with A a k-dimensional abelian variety over R such that ϕpCq generates A as an
algebraic group are dense in the moduli space M Rg of real genus g algebraic curves.
C. If V Ă PH0pP2R,OP2Rpdqq is the real algebraic set of degree d smooth plane curves
over R, then the subset of V corresponding to those curves that map non-trivially
to elliptic curves over R is dense in V .
Our proofs rely on results in the complex setting that were proved by Colombo and Pirola
in [CP90]. Indeed, Theorem 1.2 is the analogue over R (with unchanged hypothesis) of
the following theorem. Define Sk Ă B to be the set of those t in B for which the complex
abelian variety At contains a complex abelian subvariety of dimension k.
Theorem 1.4 (Colombo-Pirola [CP90]). If B is connected and if Condition 1.1 holds,
then Sk is dense in B.
Colombo and Pirola in turn were inspired by the Green-Voisin Density Criterion [Voi02,
17.20]. Indeed, the latter gives a criterion for density of the locus where the fiber contains
many Hodge classes for a variation of Hodge structure of weight 2. Theorem 1.4 adapts
this result to a polarised variation of Hodge structure of weight 1 (which is nothing but
a polarised family of complex abelian varieties). The result is a criterion for the density
of the locus where the fiber admits a sub-Hodge structure of weight 1 and dimension k.
To be a little more precise, recall that for a complex manifold U and a rational pure
weight 2 variation of Hodge structure pH2Q,H “ H2Q b OU , F 1Hq on U , the Noether-
Lefschetz locus NLpUq Ă U consists of the points u P U such that the rank of the vector
space of Hodge classes is bigger than the general value. As such, it is a countable union of
closed irreducible analytic subvarieties of U [CDK95]. The Green-Voisin Density Crite-
rion referred to above gives a criterion for the density of NLpUq in U . This criterion was
first stated in [CHM88], and applied to the universal hypersurface S Ñ B of smooth
degree d surfaces in P3C. In this case, NLpBq is the set of points t such that the Picard
rank of St is greater than 1, and it was proved that the countable union of the general
components of NLpBq is dense in B. Analogously, Sk is a countable union of irreducible
components of NLpBq by [DL90], and Theorem 1.4 says that this union is dense in B.
Now let us carry the discussion over to the real setting. Unfortunately, the Green-Voisin
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Density Criterion cannot be adapted to the reals without altering the hypothesis. Going
back to the universal hypersurface S Ñ B of degree d surfaces in P3C, one observes
that this family has a real structure, so that we can define the real Noether-Lefschetz
locus NLpBpRqq Ă BpRq as the locus of real surfaces S in P3R with PicpSq ‰ Z. By
the above, the Green-Voisin Density Criterion is fulfilled hence NLpBq is dense in B,
whereas density of NLpBpRqq in BpRq may fail: for every degree 4 surface in P3R whose
real locus is a union of 10 spheres, PicpSq “ Z, and so NLpBpRqq X K “ H for any
connected component K of surfaces of such a topological type [Ben18, 1.5]. There is an
alternate criterion [Ben18, 1.1], but the hypothesis is more complicated thus harder to
fulfill, and only implies density of NLpBpRqq in one component of BpRq at a time.
It is therefore remarkable that for the real analogue of density of Sk in B, none of
these problems occur. Theorem 1.2 shows that the complex density criterion can be
carried over to the reals without changing Condition 1.1. The condition implies both
density of Sk in B and of Rk in BpRq. It is for this reason that the applications (Theorem
1.3) are generous: they are analogues of some applications of Theorem 1.4 in [CP90].
Remark 1.5. Let us comment on the topologies appearing in Theorem 1.3.A&B and
give a sketch of the proof this theorem. One may be inclined to believe that to obtain a
real moduli space (i.e. a reasonable topology on the set of real isomorphism classes), one
equips the complex moduli space with an anti-holomorphic involution and considers the
set of fixed points. This often fails, as it does for A Rg and M
R
g : there can be a complex
algebraic variety carrying different real structures (e.g. y2 “ x3 ` x and y2 “ x3 ´ x in
A C1 ), and there can be real points of the complex moduli space that do not represent any
real algebraic variety (e.g. the example [Sil89, p.86] in A C2 due to Shimura [Shi72]). The
obstruction is that these moduli spaces are not fine - indeed, one solution is to cover A Cg
and M Cg by spaces that rigidify the varieties in such a way that any real structure can
be lifted to a real structure compatible with the rigidification: take the disjoint union
of several fixed point sets of non-equivalent real structures on these covering spaces and
quotient out by appropriate groups to obtain a real analytic structure on A Rg and M
R
g .
This was done by Gross and Harris [GH81] for A Rg (see §10.1) using the Siegel space
Hg Ñ A Cg and by Seppa¨la¨ and Silhol [SS89] for M Rg (see §10.3) using the Teichmu¨ller
space Tg ÑM Cg ; see also [dGF21]. Alternatively, recall that for every algebraic stack X
of finite type over R there exists a smooth presentation φ : U ÑX essentially surjective
on R-points [AA19], observe that the quotient topology on the set of isomorphism classes
|X pRq| is independent of φ, and simply apply this construction to the stacks of polarised
g-dimensional abelian varieties Ag and smooth genus g curves Mg. To prove Theorem
1.3.A&B we show that these two topologies on |AgpRq| “ A Rg (resp. |MgpRq| “ M Rg )
are the same, prove that Deligne-Mumford stacks of finite type over the real numbers
admit e´tale presentations essentially surjective on R-points, and use Theorem 1.2.
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3 Outline of the paper
This paper is organised as follows:
§4. Consider Equation (2). The aim of §4 is to give, locally on BpRq, an alternative
description of the set Rk.
§5. We use §4 to prove that for small contractible opens U Ă B, stable under the
action of GalpC{Rq, the set RkXU XBpRq is dense in U XBpRq. This is sufficient
to prove Theorem 1.2.
§6. We consider a polarised holomorphic family of complex abelian varieties of dimen-
sion g which is a universal local deformation of one of the fibers, and prove that
Condition 1.1 is satisfied in this situation.
§7. We prove that any Deligne-Mumford stack X of finite type over R admits an e´tale
presentation X ÑX which is essentially surjective on R-points.
§8. We consider an algebraic stackX of finite type over R, and show that the quotient
topology on the set of isomorphism classes |X pRq| of the groupoid X pRq, induced
by a smooth presentation φ : X Ñ X which is essentially surjective on R-points,
does not depend on φ.
§9. We apply Theorem 1.2 and §6, §7 and §8 to the moduli stack Ag of principally
polarised abelian varieties of dimension g in §9.1. The result is the following:
if k P Z is such that 0 ď k ď g, and if RkpAgq Ă |AgpRq| denotes the set of
isomorphism classes of principally polarised abelian varieties of dimension g over
R that contain an abelian subvariety of dimension k over R, then RkpAgq is dense
in |AgpRq|. Similarly, in §9.2 we apply Theorem 1.2, §7, §8 and [CP90] to the stack
Mg of smooth genus g curves. LetRkpMgq Ă |MgpRq| be the subset corresponding
to real algebraic curves whose Jacobian contains an abelian subvariety of dimension
k over R. For g ě 3 and k P t0, 1, 2, 3u, we prove that RkpMgq is dense in |MgpRq|.
§10. In §10.1 we recall the construction in [GH81] of the real analytic moduli space A Rg
of principally polarised abelian varieties of dimension g over R, in §10.2 we prove
that |AgpRq| is homeomorphic to A Rg , in §10.3 we recall the construction in [SS89]
of the real analytic moduli space of smooth genus g curves over R, and in §10.4 we
prove that |MgpRq| is homeomorphic to M Rg .
§11. In the last section, §9 and §10 allow us to prove Theorem 1.3.A in §11.1 and
Theorem 1.3.B in §11.2. The proof of Theorem 1.3.C in §11.3 is independent of
the above steps: it only uses Theorem 1.2 and [CP90, Proof of Proposition (6)].
4 Real abelian subvarieties in family
In this section we shall provide the setup for our proof of Theorem 1.2, which we present
hereafter, in Section 5.
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Let ψ : A Ñ B as in Section 1. Let VZ “ R1ψ˚Z be the Z-local system attached
to ψ. The holomorphic vector bundle H “ VZbZOB is endowed with a filtration by the
holomorphic subbundle F 1H “ H1,0 Ă H, of fiber pH1,0qt “ H1,0pAtq Ă H1pAt,Cq “ Ht.
Denote by HR the real C8 subbundle of H whose fibers are pHRqt “ H1pAt,Rq. Define
G “ GalpC{Rq.
Recall that A and B are endowed with anti-holomorphic involutions τ and σ such that
the following diagram commutes:
A τ //
ψ

A
ψ

B
σ // B.
The map τ induces, for each t P B, an anti-holomorphic isomorphism τ : At – Aσptq.
The pullback of τ gives an isomorphism of fibers τ˚ : Hσptq Ñ Ht inducing an involution
of differentiable manifolds
F8 : HÑ H
over the involution σ : B Ñ B. Composing F8 fiberwise with complex conjugation
provides an involution of differentiable bundles
FdR : HÑ H
over σ which respects the Hodge decomposition by [Sil89, Lemma 2.4]. If we let
G pk,H1,0q be the complex Grassmannian bundle of complex k-planes in H1,0 over B,
and G p2k,HRq the real Grassmannian bundle of real 2k-planes in HR over B, we see
that G acts on these bundles via FdR. Since the diffeomorphism HR Ñ H1,0, defined as
the composition of morphisms
HR ãÑ H “ H1,0 ‘H0,1 Ñ H1,0,
is G-equivariant for the action via FdR, it induces a G-equivariant morphism of differ-
entiable manifolds
G pk,H1,0q Ñ G p2k,HRq.
Let 0 P BpRq and choose a G-stable contractible neighbourhood U of 0 in B. Trivialise
VZ over U , which trivialises G p2k,HRq over U , and consider the morphism Φ defined as
the composite
G pk,H1,0q Ñ G p2k,HRq – U ˆGrassRp2k,H1pA0,Rqq Ñ GrassRp2k,H1pA0,Rqq.
Let j be the canonical map GrassQp2k,H1pA0,Qqq Ñ GrassRp2k,H1pA0,Rqq. We obtain
the following diagram:
G pk,H1,0q|U
f

Φ // GrassRp2k,H1pA0,Rqq
U GrassQp2k,H1pA0,Qqq.
j
OO
(4)
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Write UpRq “ U XBpRq. We shall show how diagram (4) provides the parametrisation
of polarised real abelian varieties containing a k-dimensional real abelian subvariety.
Proposition 4.1. 1. The morphisms f , Φ and j in diagram (4) are G-equivariant.
2. We have
fpΦ´1pjpGrassQp2k,H1pA0,QqqGqqq “ Rk X UpRq,
where Rk “ tt P BpRq : At contains an abelian subvariety over R of dimension ku
(see Equation (2) in Section 1).
Proof. 1. The fact that f and j are G-equivariant is immediate from the description of
FdR. For Φ, it suffices to show the trivialisation HR – U ˆH1pA0,Rq is G-equivariant,
and this map is induced by the restriction r : VR|U Ñ pVRq0 which is an isomorphism
of local systems; but r is unique if we require that r induces the identity on pVRq0.
2. Let t P UpRq and consider the polarised real abelian variety pAt, τq. We have
At – V {Λ, where V – H1,0pAtq˚ and Λ – H1pAt,Zq. It follows that At contains a
complex abelian subvarietyX of dimension k if and only if there exists a k-dimensional C-
vector subspace W1 Ă H1,0pAtq and a k-dimensional Q-vector subspace W2 Ă H1pAt,Qq
such that, under the canonical real isomorphism H1,0pAtq – H1pAt,Rq, the space W1 is
identified with W2bR. In this case, L “W2˚ XΛ is a lattice in W1˚ , and X “W1˚ {L. Then
observe that the k-dimensional complex abelian subvariety X Ă At is a k-dimensional
real abelian subvariety pX, τ |Xq of pAt, τq if and only if τpXq “ τpW1˚ {Lq “W1˚ {L “ X,
which is equivalent to FdRpW1˚ {Lq “ W1˚ {L by Lemma 4.2 below. Since the latter is
equivalent to the condition FdRpW2q “W2, we are done.
Lemma 4.2. The anti-linear isomorphism FdR : H
1pAt,Cq Ñ H1pAt,Cq preserves
H1,0pAtq and the induced action of G on the quotient H1,0pAtq˚{H1pAt,Zq makes the
isomorphism At – H1,0pAtq˚{H1pAt,Zq G-equivariant.
Proof. The fact that FdR preserves the Hodge decomposition follows from [Sil89, 2.4]. We
claim that exp : TeAt Ñ At isG-equivariant. Indeed, given two Lie groupsH1 andH2, for
every Lie group homomorphism f : H1 Ñ H2 one has f˝exp “ exp ˝df ; since τ : At Ñ At
is such a smooth homomorphism, we have τ ˝ exp “ exp ˝dτ , where dτ : TeAt Ñ TeAt is
the pushforward of τ at the identity e P At. But each of the following isomorphisms is
G-equivariant, finishing the proof: H1,0pAtq˚ – H0pAt,Ω1Atq˚ – pΩ1At,eq˚ “ TeAt.
5 Proving the Density Theorem
For a smooth manifold W on which a compact Lie group H acts by diffeomorphisms,
the set of fixed points WH has a natural manifold structure that makes it a submanifold
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of W [Aud04, I.2.3]. Using Proposition 4.1.1 we obtain a diagram of C8 manifolds:
G pk,H1,0qG|UpRq
f

Φ // GrassRp2k,H1pA0,RqqG
UpRq GrassQp2k,H1pA0,QqqG.
j
OO
(5)
Recall that we obtained the equality
fpΦ´1pjpGrassQp2k,H1pA0,QqqGqqq “ Rk X UpRq
in Proposition 4.1.2. Recall also the symmetric bilinear form
q : H1,0pAtq bH1,0pAtq Ñ TtU˚
from Section 1, given by the differential of the period map and the isomorphismH0,1pAtq –
H1,0pAtq˚ which the polarisation induces. Finally, recall the notation (Equation (2), §1)
Rk “ tt P BpRq : At contains an abelian subvariety over R of dimension ku.
Let us fix notation and introduce the aim of this section.
Notation 5.1. For t P B and W P GrassCpk,H1,0pAtqq, let WK denote the orthogonal
complement of W in H1,0pAtq with respect to the polarisation Et. Define the sets
Ek,Fk Ă G pk,H1,0q and EkpRq,FkpRq,Rk,U Ă G pk,H1,0qG as follows:
Ek “ tpt,W q P G pk,H1,0q : 0 ÑW bWK Ñ TtB˚ is exactu (6)
Fk “ tpt,W q P G pk,H1,0q : 0 Ñ
ľ2
W ÑW bH1,0pAtq Ñ TtB˚ is exactu (7)
EkpRq “ Ek X G pk,H1,0qG (8)
FkpRq “ Fk X G pk,H1,0qG (9)
Rk,U “ Φ´1pjpGrassQp2k,H1pA0,QqqGqq. (10)
Note that fpRk,U q “ Rk X UpRq. Our strategy to prove Theorem 1.2 is the following:
Proposition 5.2. Let Ek,Fk,Rk,U Ă G pk,H1,0q be as above. One has inclusions
FkpRq|UpRq   // EkpRq|UpRq   // Rk,U   // G pk,H1,0qG|UpRq.
If Fk is not empty then FkpRq is dense in G pk,H1,0qG. Consequently, if Fk ‰ H, then
Rk,U is dense in G pk,H1,0qG|UpRq; in particular, then Rk X UpRq is dense in UpRq.
Before proving Proposition 5.2 we remark that it implies Theorem 1.2.
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. It suffices to show that for each x P BpRq and any G-stable
contractible open neighborhood x P U Ă B, the set RkXU XBpRq is dense in U XBpRq.
Thus let x P U Ă B be such a real point and complex open neighborhood. Condition
1.1 is satisfied if and only if Fk is non-empty; by Proposition 5.2, we are done.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Let us first prove the inclusions. We have Fk Ă Ek: if pt,W q P
Fk then KerpW bH1,0pAtq Ñ TtB˚q ĂW bW . Hence FkpRq|UpRq Ă EkpRq|UpRq.
For the second inclusion, consider again the map Φ : G pk,H1,0q|U Ñ GrassRp2k,H1pA0,Rqq
as in Diagram (4). Define a set Y Ă G pk,H1,0q as follows:
Y “ tx P G pk,H1,0q|U such that the rank of dΦ is maximal at xu Ă G pk,H1,0q|U .
Then Y “ Ek|U by [CP90, §1]. Let Z be the set of points x P G pk,H1,0qG|UpRq such that
the rank of dpΦGq : TxG pk,H1,0qG|UpRq Ñ TΦpxqGrassRp2k,H1pA0,RqqG is maximal at
x. We claim that Z “ Y X G pk,H1,0qG|UpRq. Indeed, for a point x P G pk,H1,0qG|UpRq,
the rank of dpΦGq is maximal at x if and only if the rank of dΦ is maximal at x, since
TxG pk,H1,0q “ pTxG pk,H1,0qqG bR C “ TxG pk,H1,0qG bR C,
and similarly for TΦpxqGrassRp2k,H1pA0,Rqq. Moreover, the differential dΦ at the fixed
point x P G pk,H1,0qG|UpRq is simply the complexification of the differential dpΦGq at x.
Consequently, Z “ Y X G pk,H1,0qG|UpRq “ Ek X G pk,H1,0qG|UpRq “ EkpRq|UpRq. It
follows that the morphism
Φ : G pk,H1,0qG|UpRq Ñ GrassRp2k,H1pA0,RqqG
is open when restricted to the set EkpRq|UpRq. Since jpGrassQp2k,H1pA0,QqqGq is dense
in GrassRp2k,H1pA0,RqqG by Lemma 5.3 below, Φ´1pjpGrassQp2k,H1pA0,QqqGqq X
EkpRq|UpRq is dense in EkpRq|UpRq. But Φ´1pjpGrassQp2k,H1pA0,QqqGqq X EkpRq|UpRq “
Rk,U XEkpRq|UpRq, so Rk,U XEkpRq|UpRq is dense in EkpRq|UpRq. In particular, EkpRq|UpRq
is contained in the closure of Rk,U in G pk,H1,0qG|UpRq. The inclusions are thus proved.
It remains to prove the assertion that non-emptiness of Fk implies density of FkpRq
in G pk,H1,0qG. Let Zk Ă G pk,H1,0q be the complement of Fk in G pk,H1,0q. Observe
that Zk equals the set of pairs pt,W q P G pk,H1,0q such that the injection Ź2W Ñ
KerpW bH1,0pAtq Ñ TtB˚q is not an isomorphism. This latter map varies holomorphi-
cally; therefore, locally on G pk,H1,0q, the set of points where the rank is not maximal
is determined by the vanishing of minors in a matrix with holomorphic coefficients. We
conclude that Fk is open and dense for the Zariski topology in G pk,H1,0q, from which
it follows that FkpRq “ Fk X G pk,H1,0qG is Euclidean dense in G pk,H1,0qG.
Lemma 5.3. Let n, k P Zě0. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over Q and
consider a linear transformation F P GLpV qQ which is diagonalisable over Q. For any
field extension L of Q, denote by Gpk, V qF pLq the set of k-dimensional L-subvector
spaces W Ă V bQ L for which F pW q “W . Then Gpk, V qF pQq is dense in Gpk, V qF pRq.
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Proof. The statement holds for F “ id because the Grassmannian Gpk, V q is a variety
over Q satisfying weak approximation; indeed, Gpk, V q is rational and weak approx-
imation is a birational invariant. In order to deduce the general case from this, let
λ1, . . . , λr P Q˚ be the eigenvalues of F , and denote by Vi :“ V F“λi Ă V, i P I :“
t1, . . . , ru the corresponding eigenspaces. Eigenspaces are preserved under scalar exten-
sion so pV bQ RqFR“λi “ Vi bQ R. But a k-dimensional R-subvector space W Ă VR
satisfies F pW q “W if and only if W “ÀiPIWi with Wi a R-subvector space of VibQR
for each i P I and řiPI dimWi “ k, and W is defined over Q if and only if every Wi is. We
obtain a commutative diagram where the upper horizontal arrow is a diffeomorphism:Ůř
ki“k
ś
iPI Gpki, ViqpRq „ // Gpk, V qF pRq
Ůř
ki“k
ś
iPI Gpki, ViqpQq
?
OO
„ // Gpk, V qF pQq.?

OO
6 Satisfying the Density Criterion
Let ψ be a family such as family (1) in §1: we assume ψ to be a holomorphic family
ψ : AÑ B of complex abelian varieties of dimension g, polarised by a section E P R2ψ˚Z.
For t P B, denote by ωt P H1pAt,Ω1Atq the Ka¨hler class corresponding to the polarisation
Et P H2pAt,Zq. Let b P B, define X “ ψ´1pbq, and suppose that ψ is a universal local
deformation of pX,ωbq: the Kodaira-Spencer map gives ρ : TbB – H1pX,TXqω, where
H1pX,TXqω is defined to be the kernel of H1pX,TXq Ñ H2pX,TXbΩ1Xq Ñ H2pX,OXq,
the first map being the cup-product with ωb and the second induced by TXbΩ1X Ñ OX .
Proposition 6.1. Condition 1.1 is satisfied for the element b P B.
Proof. By a theorem of Griffiths [Voi02, Theorem 17.7], the dual q˚ of the bilinear form
q : H1pX,OXq˚ bH1pX,OXq˚ “ H1,0pXq bH1,0pXq Ñ TbB˚
(see Equation (3) in §1) factors as
TbB Ñ H1pX,TXq Ñ HompH0pX,Ω1Xq, H1pX,OXqq „ÝÑ H1pX,OXq bH1pX,OXq.
The second arrow is an isomorphism. The third arrow is induced by the polarisation.
We then remark that the following diagram commutes, and that the first row is exact:
0 // H1pX,TXqω // H1pX,TXq //
„

H2pX,OXq // 0
0 // TbB
ρ
OO
q˚
// H1pX,OXq bH1pX,OXq //Ź2H1pX,OXq //
„
OO
0.
(11)
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We conclude that the Kodaira-Spencer map ρ is an isomorphism if and only if the second
row in (11) is exact if and only q˚ induces an isomorphism
q˚ : TbB Ñ Sym2H1pX,OXq. (12)
Identify TbB
˚ with Sym2H1,0pXq and q with H1,0pXq bH1,0pXq Ñ Sym2H1,0pXq.
7 Pointwise surjective presentations of Deligne-Mumford stacks
Notation 7.1. For a scheme S and an algebraic stack X over S, we use the notation
|X pT q| to denote the set of isomorphism classes of the groupoid X pT q.
The aim of this section is to prove that every Deligne-Mumford stack X of finite type
over R admits an e´tale presentation by an R-scheme X such that the induced map
XpRq Ñ |X pRq| is surjective. See Definition 7.2 & Theorem 7.4 below. This statement
is the e´tale analogue of Theorem A in [AA19]. In this article, Aizenbud and Avni prove
that any algebraic stack X of finite type over a noetherian scheme S admits a smooth
presentation φ : X ÑX by an S-scheme X such that for every morphism SpecRÑ S,
the map XpRq Ñ |X pRq| is surjective. We use their result to extend it by showing that
if X is Deligne-Mumford over S “ SpecR, then φ can be chosen e´tale.
Definition 7.2 ([Sak16]). Let X be an algebraic stack over R. A smooth presentation
X ÑX by an R-scheme X is R-surjective if the map XpRq Ñ |X pRq| is surjective.
Theorem 7.3 ([AA19]). Any algebraic stack X of finite type over R admits an R-
surjective smooth presentation φ : X ÑX by a scheme X over R.
Theorem 7.4. Any Deligne-Mumford stack X of finite type over R admits an R-
surjective e´tale presentation φ : X ÑX by a scheme X over R.
Remark 7.5. Consider more generally a finite type Deligne-Mumford stack X over a
noetherian scheme S and let F be a real closed or finite field over S. There exists an
e´tale presentation X Ñ X by an S-scheme X such that XpF q Ñ |X pF q| is surjective.
Indeed, the arguments used in the proof of Theorem A in [AA19] carry over to the e´tale
setting without any problem. However, we do not need such a generality so we shall give
a short proof of Theorem 7.4 instead, based on the proof of Theorem 8.1 in [LMB00].
Proof of Theorem 7.4. By Theorem 7.3, there exists an R-scheme X and a R-surjective
smooth presentation P : X Ñ X . Let y : SpecR Ñ X be any R-point of X . Since
P is R-surjective, there exists an R-point x : SpecR Ñ X such that P ˝ x – y. We
claim that there exists a subscheme j : U ãÑ X such that P |U : U Ñ X is e´tale, and
such that x : SpecR Ñ X factors through an R-point u : SpecR Ñ U . It will follow
that P |U ˝ u “ P ˝ j ˝ u “ P ˝ x – y. By taking the disjoint union Y of all such
subschemes U Ă X we thus construct a scheme Y over R together with an R-surjective
e´tale presentation Y ÑX . In other words, the claim implies the theorem.
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So let us prove the above claim. The first part of its proof follows closely the proof
of Theorem 8.1 in [LMB00]; we shall shortly repeat those arguments for the convenience
of the reader. Let Z “ X ˆP,X ,P X with p1 : Z Ñ X and p2 : Z Ñ X the two projec-
tions. Now ∆ : X Ñ X ˆR X is unramified [LMB00, 4.2] hence p : Z Ñ X ˆR X is
unramified. Consequently, p1˚Ω
1
X{R‘p2˚Ω1X{R “ p˚Ω1XˆRX{R Ñ Ω1Z{R is surjective [EGA,
IV, 4, 17.2.2)], hence by [LMB00, 8.2.3.2], the natural morphism of quasi-coherent OX -
modules Ω1X{R Ñ Ω1X{X is surjective and Ω1X{X is an OX -module locally free of finite
rank. Let r be the rank of Ω1X{X around the point x P XpRq. Because Ω1X{R Ñ Ω1X{X is
surjective, there exists global sections f1, . . . , fr of OX of which the differentials at the
point x form a basis of the kpxq-vector space Ω1X{X b kpxq. We obtain R-morphisms
f :“ pf1, . . . , frq : X Ñ ArR, pP, fq : X ÑX ˆR ArR.
Then pP, fq is a map of smooth algebraic stacks over X whose differential is an isomor-
phism at the point x P XpRq, hence pP, fq is e´tale at an neighbourhood X 1 Ă X of x
[EGA, IV, 4, 17.11.2]. Replace X by X 1 and define j : U ãÑ X by the cartesian diagram
U //
j

X

X ˆR SpecR
idˆfpxqtt
X
pP,fq
//X ˆR ArR.
Then P |U : U ÑX is e´tale since pP, fq is e´tale. Moreover, the morphisms x : SpecRÑ
X and y : SpecRÑX are such that their images in pX ˆR ArRqpRq are given by
pP ˝ x, fpxq, idq P pX ˆR ArRqpRq and py, fpxq, idq P pX ˆR ArRqpRq.
But clearly the isomorphism between P ˝ x and y in X pRq induces an isomorphism
between pP ˝x, fpxq, idq and py, fpxq, idq in pX ˆRArRqpRq. By the universal property of
the 2-fibre product, x and y induce the required morphism u “ px, yq : SpecRÑ U .
8 Topology on the real points of an algebraic stack
Consider the set Mk of isomorphism classes of a certain category of algebraic varieties
over a field k (e.g. polarised abelian varieties of fixed dimension, algebraic curves of fixed
genus, polarised K3-surfaces, etc.). Suppose that MC admits a natural topology or even
a complex analytic structure. Can we define a reasonable topology on the set MR such
that MR ÑMC is continuous? More generally, if M is an algebraic stack of finite type
over R with coarse moduli space MÑM , does |MpRq| admit a natural topology mak-
ing |MpRq| Ñ MpCq continuous? Contrary to the complex setting, |MpRq| Ñ MpRq
need not be bijective, so that we cannot use the analytic topology on MpRq.
In this section we consider an algebraic R-stack X of finite type, pick an R-surjective
smooth presentation φ : X Ñ X , endow the set |X pRq| with the quotient topology τ
induced by XpRq Ñ |X pRq|, and prove that τ does not depend on φ. By Theorem 7.4,
if X is Deligne-Mumford, one may use an R-surjective e´tale presentation φ to define τ .
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Definition 8.1. Let X{R be an algebraic stack of finite type. If U Ñ X is an R-
surjective smooth presentation (see Definition 7.2), the real analytic topology on |X pRq|
is the quotient topology on |X pRq| induced by the real analytic topology on UpRq.
Proposition 8.2. The real analytic topology on |X pRq| does not depend on the choice
of R-surjective presentation U ÑX .
Proof. Consider two R-surjective presentations U Ñ X and V Ñ X . The stack W :“
V ˆX U is an R-scheme of finite type, and prU : W Ñ U and prV : W Ñ V are smooth.
We claim that | prU | : W pRq Ñ UpRq and | prV | : W pRq Ñ V pRq are surjective. Indeed,
if x P UpRq then pipxq P ObpX pRqq which, by R-surjectivity, implies that there is a
y P V pRq and an isomorphism ψ : ηpyq – pipxq inX pRq. Then px, y, ψq P ObpW pRqq and
| prU |px, y, ψq “ x. Furthermore, |prU | and | prV | are open by Lemma 8.3 below.
Lemma 8.3. Let g : X Ñ Y be a morphism of schemes which are locally of finite
type over R. Let |g| : XpRq Ñ Y pRq be the induced map of real analytic spaces. The
morphism of analytic spaces |g| is open if the morphism of schemes g is smooth.
Proof. We can work locally on XpRq; let U Ă X and V Ă Y be affine open subschemes
with gpUq Ă V such that g|U “ pr2 ˝pi, where pi : U Ñ AdV is e´tale for some integer
d ě 0, and pr2 : AdV Ñ V is the projection on the right factor. Then UpRq is open in
XpRq because XpCq Ñ X is a morphism of ringed spaces [SGA1, XII, 1.1]. It suffices
to prove UpRq Ñ V pRq is open, but this map factors as the composition UpRq |pi|ÝÑ
Rd ˆ V pRq |pr2 |ÝÝÝÑ V pRq, where |pr2 | is open and |pi| a local homeomorphism.
Corollary 8.4. IfX{R is a finite type Deligne-Mumford stack, the real-analytic topology
on |X pRq| may be defined by an R-surjective e´tale presentation (see Theorem 7.4).
Remark 8.5. The assignment of a topological space to an algebraic stack of finite type
over the real numbers is functorial.
Remark 8.6. The reader may have noticed that there is more structure involved on the
real points of a finite type algebraic stack X over R: indeed, choosing an R-surjective
presentation u : U ÑX , one obtains a groupoid object in the category of real-analytic
spaces X U,uR :“ pU ˆX UqpRq Ñ UpRq, and consequently a stack on the site of real
analytic spaces admitting a representable cover by a real analytic space. If we assume
moreover that X is smooth over R, then [Sak16, Lemma 2.3.1] implies that the Lie
groupoidX V,vR induced by any other R-surjective presentation v : V ÑX is canonically
isomorphic to the Lie groupoid X U,uR . For any smooth finite type algebraic stack X {R
we may thus choose an R-surjective presentation to obtain a differentiable stack [BX11,
Def. 2.5, Prop. 2.3] that we denote by X anR , well-defined up to canonical isomorphism.
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9 Applications of the Density Theorem
9.1 Density in |AgpRq|
The aim of §9.1 is to apply Theorem 1.2, Theorem 7.4 and Proposition 8.2 to the moduli
stack Ag of polarised abelian varieties of dimension g, with the goal of proving density
in |AgpRq| of real abelian varieties containing a real abelian subvariety of dimension k.
Let g ě 0 be an integer and consider the algebraic stack Ag over SpecZ of principally
polarised abelian varieties of dimension g. Via Proposition 8.2 we obtain a topology on
the set of isomorphism classes |AgpRq| of AgpRq in a natural way.
Theorem 9.1. Let k P Z such that 0 ď k ď g, and let RkpAgq Ă |AgpRq| be the set of
isomorphism classes of principally polarised abelian varieties of dimension g over R that
contain an abelian subvariety of dimension k over R. Then RkpAgq is dense in |AgpRq|.
To prove Theorem 9.1, we want to apply Theorem 1.2 via Proposition 6.1. To put
ourselves in that setting, we start by recalling the construction of the Kodaira-Spencer
class for algebraic families of abelian varieties. See also [FC90, III, §9] or [And16].
9.1.1 Kodaira-Spencer morphism of the universal abelian scheme
Let S be a scheme which is smooth and of finite type over a field k. Let f : A Ñ S
be an abelian scheme and consider the first algebraic de Rham cohomology OS-module
H :“ H1dRpA{Sq “ R1f˚pΩ‚A{Sq. This is an OS-module locally free of rank g that comes
together with an integrable connection ∇ : H Ñ H bOS Ω1S{k called the Gauss-Manin
connection [KO68]. Furthermore, H has a subbundle F 1H – f˚ΩA{S – e˚ΩA{S “: ΩA
that satisfies [FC90] pH{F 1Hq – R1f˚OA – pe˚ΩAt{Sq_ “ Ω_At “ LiepAtq. The Kodaira-
Spencer map attached to the abelian scheme f : AÑ S{k is defined by the composition
ρ : ΩA “ F 1H ãÑ H ∇ÝÑ HbOS Ω1S{k Ñ pH{F 1Hq bOS Ω1S{k “ Ω_At bOS Ω1S{k. (13)
It is OS-linear and can be rewritten as TS{k bOS ΩA Ñ Ω_At “ LiepAtq or as θ : TS{k Ñ
LiepAqbLiepAtq. If A{S is principally polarised, LiepAq – LiepAtq and θ factors through
ρ : TS{k Ñ Sym2 LiepAtq – Sym2R1f˚OA. (14)
Now denote by pi : Xg Ñ Ag the universal abelian scheme. Let s : Ag Ñ Xg be zero
section and consider the Hodge bundle [vdG13, §3] E “ Eg “ pi˚pΩ1Xg{Agq “ s˚pΩ1Xg{Agq.
Let Ag,C Ñ Sch{C be the base change of Ag to the complex numbers. The above implies
that there is a canonical Kodaira-Spencer morphism of OAg,C-modules
ρ : EC Ñ pEtCq_ b Ω1Ag,C{C. (15)
Indeed, for any e´tale presentation by a scheme U Ñ Ag,C, the formation of the Kodaira-
Spencer map ρ : ΩAU Ñ Ω_AtU b Ω
1
U{C defined in Equation (13) commutes with e´tale
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base change by [And16, 1.4]. If X tg is the dual abelian variety, isomorphic to Xg via the
polarisation, and Et the Hodge bundle of X tg over Ag, then pEtq_ “ Lie
`X tg˘ – R1pi˚OXg
(c.f. [vdG13, §3]). Consequently, ρ in (15) can be rewritten as a morphism
TAg,C{C Ñ pEtCq_ b E_C “ LiepX tg,Cq b LiepXg,Cq – R1pi˚OXg,C bR1pi˚OXg,C (16)
and the principal polarisation on pi : Xg Ñ Ag implies that (16) factors through
ρ : TAg,C{C Ñ Sym2R1pi˚OXg,C . (17)
Proposition 9.2. The Kodaira-Spencer morphism ρ in (17) is an isomorphism.
Proof. This follows from [FC90, Theorem 5.7, (3)]; c.f. Proof of Proposition 9.4.
9.1.2 Proof of Theorem 9.1:
The stack Ag is Deligne-Mumford [LMB00, 4.6.3] and of finite type over Z [FC90, I,
4.11], so Theorem 7.4 applies to Ag,R: we may pick an R-surjective e´tale presentation
φ : S Ñ Ag,R by a scheme S over R. Then φ corresponds to a principally polarised abelian
scheme φ : AÑ S over R whose base change φC : AC Ñ SC corresponds to a morphism
φC : SC Ñ Ag,C over C. Since Ag is smooth over Z [dJ93, 1.2.5] ApCq and SpCq are
complex manifolds. Because |AgpRq| ‰ H and φ : S Ñ Ag,R is R-surjective, SpRq ‰ H.
Pick any b P SpRq and let B be the connected component of SpCq containing b. Complex
conjugation σ on SpCq satisfies σpBq “ B so if we pull back φanC : ApCq Ñ SpCq along
B ãÑ SpCq and define A :“ ApCq|K , we obtain a principally polarised holomorphic family
of g-dimensional complex abelian varieties with real structure ψ : AÑ B (c.f. (1), §1).
The Kodaira-Spencer map ρ : TAg,C{C Ñ Sym2R1pi˚OXg,C , which is an isomorphism
Proposition 9.2, pulls back under the e´tale map φC : SC Ñ Ag,C to an isomorphism
ρφ : TSC{C
„ÝÑ Sym2R1φC˚OAC ; Proposition 6.1 applies so that Condition 1.1 is satisfied
for b P B. Since B is connected, the hypothesis in Theorem 1.2 is satisfied. We conclude
that for each connected component B of SpCq with B X SpRq ‰ H, the set of t P BpRq
such that At contains an abelian subvariety of dimension k over R is dense in BpRq. But
SpRq Ñ |AgpRq| is surjective by construction, and continuous by Corollary 8.4.
9.2 Density in |MgpRq|
The aim of §9.2 is to apply Theorems 1.2, 7.4 and Proposition 8.2 to the moduli stack Mg
of smooth curves of genus g and prove density in |MgpRq| of real algebraic curves of genus
g ě 3 whose Jacobian contains a real abelian subvariety of dimension k P t0, 1, 2, 3u.
Let Mg be the moduli stack over SpecZ of smooth curves of genus g ě 2. The algebraic
stack Mg is of finite type over Z [DM69, Proposition 5.1], so Theorem 7.3 applies to the
base change Mg,R. In particular, by Proposition 8.2, we naturally obtain a topology on
the set of isomorphism classes |MgpRq| of the groupoid MgpRq.
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Theorem 9.3. Let RkpMgq Ă |MgpRq| be the set of isomorphism classes of smooth
algebraic curves of genus g over R whose Jacobian contains an abelian subvariety of
dimension k over R. If g ě 3 and k P t0, 1, 2, 3u, then RkpMgq is dense in |MgpRq|.
Again we start with some generalities on algebraic Kodaira-Spencer maps. Let X Ñ
T Ñ S be morphisms of schemes such that f : X Ñ T is proper and smooth and
g : T Ñ S is smooth. The exact sequence 0 Ñ f˚Ω1T {S Ñ Ω1X{S Ñ Ω1X{T Ñ 0 and
the natural map Ext1OX pΩ1X{T , f˚Ω1T {Sq Ñ HomOT pDerpT {Sq, R1f˚DerpX{T qq [FC90,
III, §9] induce a morphism of OT -modules DerpT {Sq Ñ R1f˚DerpX{T q, which, since
DerT {S “ H omOT pΩ1T {S ,OT q “ TT {S [EGA, IV, 4, 16.5.5.1], gives a map (c.f. [Kat70,
3.4.11)]) ρ : TT {S Ñ R1f˚TX{T . This is the Kodaira-Spencer morphism attached to f and
g. The formation of these OT -modules is compatible with e´tale base change T 1 Ñ T{S ,
and similarly for ρ, hence considering smooth genus g curves X Ñ T Ñ SpecC induced
by e´tale presentations T ÑMg,C (T{C is indeed smooth by [DM69]), and denoting by
ψ : C ÑMg the universal curve over Mg, we obtain a morphism of OMg,C-modules
ρ : TMg,C{C Ñ R1ψ˚TCC{Mg,C . (18)
The following is well-known, but we include a proof for lack of a suitable reference:
Proposition 9.4. The Kodaira-Spencer morphism ρ in (18) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Consider a surjective e´tale morphism S Ñ Mg,C corresponding to a smooth
genus g curve C Ñ S, where S is reduced because Mg,C is smooth. Let t be a morphism
SpecCÑ S and consider the Kodaira-Spencer map ρt : TtS Ñ Ext1pΩ1Ct{C,OCtq; recall
that Ext1pΩ1Ct{C,OCtq classifies abstract infinitesimal deformations X Ñ SpecCrs of Ct
[ACG11]. Such deformations corresponds to morphisms SpecCrs ÑMg,C such that the
composition with SpecC Ñ SpecCrs is (isomorphic to) Ct P ObpMgpCqq. By Lemma
9.5 below, these correspond in turn to morphisms SpecCrs Ñ S over C such that the
composition with SpecCÑ SpecCrs is t P SpCq - i.e., to elements of TtS.
Lemma 9.5. Let Y be a Deligne-Mumford stack over a scheme S and let X Ñ Y be
an e´tale morphism where X is an algebraic space over S. For every affine scheme Y and
every closed subscheme Y0 ãÑ Y defined by a nilpotent ideal I Ă OY , and every solid
commutative diagram of the form
X

Y0
77
// Y
>>
// Y ,
(19)
there exists exactly one dotted arrow making all triangles commute.
Proof. We can complete the solid diagram as follows:
W //

X

Y0
>> 66
// Y // Y ,
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where the morphism Y0 Ñ W is induced by the universal property of the fibre product
W “ Y ˆY X. Since X Ñ Y is e´tale, W Ñ Y is e´tale hence formally e´tale ([EGA,
IV, 4, 17.3.1], c.f. [EGA, IV, 4, Remarque 17.1.2(iii)] & [Sta18, Tag 04GC]) so that
HomY pY,Xq “ HomY pY,W q “ HomY pY0,W q “ HomY pY0, Xq.
Proof of Theorem 9.3. Let Mg,R be the base change of Mg to R. By Theorem
7.4, there exists a scheme S over R and an e´tale surjective presentation x : S Ñ
Mg,R corresponding to a smooth genus g curve C Ñ S over R. Because Mg is
smooth over Z [DM69, Theorem 5.2] the analytic spaces CpCq and SpCq are com-
plex manifolds. Let t P SpCq and consider the dual of the differential of the period
map q : H1,0pCtpCqq b H1,0pCtpCqq – HompH1,0pCtpCqq, H0,1pCtpCqqq Ñ TtSpCq˚.
The map ρt : TtSpCq Ñ H1pCtpCq, TCtpCqq is an isomorphism by Proposition 9.4,
the composite H0pKCtpCqq bH0pKCtpCqq “ H1,0pCtpCqq bH1,0pCtpCqq qÝÑ TtpSpCqq˚ –
H1pCtpCq, TCtpCqq˚ – H0pKb2CtpCqq is nothing but the cup-product [Voi02, Lemme 10.22],
the degree 0 Picard scheme f : Pic0C{S Ñ S is a projective abelian scheme [GIT, Propo-
sition 6.9], and for any subspace W Ă H1,0pPic0C{SpCqq “ H1,0pCtpCqq, the complex
0 Ñ
ľ2
W ÑW bH1,0pPic0C{SpCqq Ñ TtSpCq˚ (20)
of Condition (1.1) is isomorphic to the complex
0 Ñ
ľ2
W ÑW bH0pKCtpCqq Ñ H0pKb2CtpCqq. (21)
We are now able to finish the proof. For every integer k, define RkpSq to be the set
of t P SpRq such that Pic0Ct{R contains an abelian subvariety over R of dimension k.
Since S Ñ Mg,R is R-surjective, SpRq ‰ H; take x P SpRq and K P pi0pSpCqq with
x P K. As in §9.1, if σ : SpCq Ñ SpCq denotes complex conjugation, we have σpKq “ K
so that we can pull back the family fan : Pic0C{SpCq Ñ SpCq along K ãÑ SpCq to
obtain a new polarised holomorphic family of g-dimensional complex abelian varieties,
this time over a base which is connected. Since SpRq Ñ |MgpRq| is surjective and maps
RkpSq onto RkpMgq, by Theorem 1.2 and the isomorphism between complexes (20) and
(21) it suffices to give, for each k P t1, 2, 3u, an element t P K and a k-dimensional
subspace W Ă H0pKCtpCqq such that (21) is exact. Let N pSq Ă SpCq be the locus of
non-hyperelliptic curves; N pSqXK ‰ H because N pSq is dense in SpCq [Voi02, §10.3.1].
We claim that any element t P N pSq XK works for all three values of k (c.f. [CP90]):
k “ 1 : Define S “ ‘ně0H0pCt,KbnCt q. Since g ě 2, the sheaf KCt is ample; let d ě 1 be
an integer such that KbdCt is very ample and generated by its sections for all n ě d
[EGA, II, 4.6.1, 4.5.5]. The canonical map ϕ : Spdq Ñ ‘dně0KbdnCt is surjective
and induces an isomorphism Ct
„ÝÑ ProjpSpdqq “ ProjpSq [EGA, II, 4.6.3, 3.6.2].
Since Ct is integral, the graded ring S is essentially integral [EGA, II, 2.4.4]: there
are no non-zero zerodivisors in the ring without unit S` “ ‘ną0H0pCt,KbnCt q.
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k “ 2 : Take any base-point-free pencil W “ spantv1, v2u of H0pCtpCq,KCtpCqq. By Castel-
nuovo’s Base-Point-Free Pencil Trick [ACGH85, III, §3], the kernel of the map
W bH0pCtpCq,KCtpCqq Ñ H0pCtpCq,Kb2CtpCqq is isomorphic to H0pCtpCq,OCtpCq.
k “ 3 : By a Theorem of Gieseker [Gie92, Theorem 1.1], if W is a generic 3-dimensional
subspace of H0pCtpCq,KCtpCqq, then W bH0pCtpCq,KCtpCqq Ñ H0pCtpCq,Kb2CtpCqq
is surjective, which implies that its kernel has dimension 3 “ dimCŹ2W .
10 Real analytic moduli spaces of abelian varieties and curves
In [GH81, §9], Gross and Harris have endowed the set of isomorphism classes of prin-
cipally polarised abelian varieties of dimension g over R with a real analytic structure
A Rg “
Ů
iPI ΓizHτig (see Proposition 10.1 below). Similarly, in [SS89], Seppa¨la¨ and Silhol
have endowed the set of isomorphism classes of isomorphism classes of proper, smooth
and geometrically connected curves of genus g over R with a real analytic structure
M Rg “
Ů
jPJ NjzT rσjsg (see Proposition 10.4 below). The aim of Section 10 is to prove
that |AgpRq| is homeomorphic to A Rg , and |MgpRq| to M Rg , in the following way:
In Section 10.1 we briefly recall the construction in [GH81] of the real analytic mod-
uli space of principally polarised abelian varieties of dimension g over R. In Section 10.2
we prove that |AgpRq| is homeomorphic to A Rg . In Section 10.3 we recall quickly the
construction in [SS89] of the real analytic moduli space of smooth algebraic curves of
genus g over R. In Section 10.4 we prove that |MgpRq| is homeomorphic to M Rg .
One corollary is that the classically considered topologies on A Rg and M
R
g are natural
ones to consider. Another corollary (using Theorems 9.1 and 9.3) is Theorem 1.3.A&B.
10.1 Preliminaries on the moduli space of real abelian varieties
Define a set I Ă Z2 as follows:
I :“  pα, λq P Z2 : 0 ď λ ď g and α P t0, 1u such that α “ 1 when λ is odd( .
Attach to each i “ pα, λq P I a matrix Hi PMgpZq of rank λ as in [SS89, Theorem 4.3].
Then define
Γi :“ tA P GLgpZq : AHiAt “ Hiu Ă GLgpZq Ă Sp2gpZq,
where the inclusion GLgpZq ãÑ Sp2gpZq is defined by A ÞÑ
ˆ
A 0
0 A´t
˙
.
For each i P I we define an anti-holomorphic involution τi : Hg Ñ Hg on the Siegel space
Hg by τipZq “ Hi ´ Z and let Hτig be its fixed points. Observe that |AgpRq| is the set
of isomorphism classes of principally polarised abelian varieties of dimension g over R,
and define A Rg to be the set
A Rg “
ğ
iPI
ΓizHτig .
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Proposition 10.1 ([GH81], 9.3). There is a natural bijection |AgpRq| Ñ A Rg .
10.2 Comparison of the topologies on |AgpRq|
Proposition 10.2. Consider the stack Ag of principally polarised abelian varieties of
dimension g. The bijection |AgpRq| Ñ A Rg of Proposition 10.1 is a homeomorphism.
Proof. Let S Ñ Ag,R be an R-surjective e´tale surjection by a scheme S over R (Theorem
7.4). Recall that Ag{Z is smooth [dJ93, 1.2.5], so that SpCq is a complex manifold. Let
Xg,R Ñ Ag,R be the universal family and define A :“ Xg,RˆAg,RS. We obtain a polarised
holomorphic family of complex abelian varieties with real structure ApCq Ñ SpCq. The
composite SpRq Ñ |AgpRq| Ñ A Rg “
Ů
iPI ΓizHτig defines a surjective real period map
P : SpRq Ñ
ğ
iPI
ΓizHτig . (22)
We claim thatP is continuous and open; this claim will finish the proof. To prove it, let
K be a connected component of SpRq and let pi : rK Ñ K be its universal cover. Define
f : A Ñ rK as the pullback of ApCq Ñ SpCq along the composite rK Ñ K ãÑ SpRq ãÑ
SpCq. Choose points 0 P K,x0 P rK with pipx0q “ 0, and define Λ0 “ H1pA0pCq,Zq
polarised by Q0 : Λ0 ˆ Λ0 Ñ Z. Because rK is simply connected there are isomorphisms
R1f˚Z – H1pA0pCq,Zq Q0ÝÝÑ H1pA0pCq,Zq “ Λ0, inducing rt : Λpiptq – Λ0 @t P rK. (23)
Note that the trivialisation R1f˚Z – Λ0 preserves the polarisations, and that R1f˚Z –
H1pA0pCq,Zq is GalpC{Rq-equivariant for the canonical actions (it is unique if we require
that it induces the identity on H1pA0pCq,Zq). Because Q0 sends the Galois action on
H1pA0pCq,Zq to ´1 times the Galois action on H1pA0pCq,Zq (Q0˝τ˚ “ ´Q0 for the real
structure τ : A0pCq Ñ A0pCq of A0pCq [SS89, §4]) it follows that rt is Galois equivariant.
Next, consider the fixed space Λτ˚0 under the pushforward τ˚ : Λ0 Ñ Λ0 of the real
structure τ of A0pCq. By [GH81], there exists a basis B “ tm1, . . . ,mg;n1, . . . , ngu for
Λ0 and a unique element i P I such that the matrix corresponding to τ˚ takes the form
Mi “
ˆ
Ig Hi
0 ´Ig
˙
. (24)
Since rt in (23) is GalpC{Rq-equivariant, for every t P rK the lattice H1pAt,Zq is equipped
with a symplectic basis r´1t pBq “ tmptq1, . . . ,mptqg;nptq1, . . . , nptqgu such that τ˚ :
H1pAt,Zq Ñ H1pAt,Zq corresponds to matrix (24) with respect to r´1t pBq. Denote
by tωptq1, . . . , ωptqgu the basis of H0pAt,Ω1At{Cq dual to tmptq1, . . . ,mptqgu under the
canonical pairing H1pAt,Zq ˆH0pAt,Ω1At{Cq Ñ C. The complex g ˆ g matrix
P ptq “
˜˜ż
nptqi
ωptqj
¸¸
“ 1
2
Hi ` iY
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defines a point in Hτig , and we obtain a period map P : rK Ñ Hτig . Moreover, we have
AutpΛ0, Q0, τ˚q – Γi because pΛ0, Q0, τ˚q – pZ2g, J,Miq and AutpZ2g, J,Miq “ Γi by
[GH81]. Also note that the restriction of the variation of Hodge structure on SpCq to
K comes with an action of GalpC{Rq, giving a monodromy representation pi1pK, 0q Ñ
AutpΛ0, Q0, τq – Γi. Consequently, P : rK Ñ Hτig Ñ ΓizHτig factors through K Ñ ΓizHτig .
By repeating this procedure for each component K P pi0pHpRqq we retrieve (22), which
proves that P is continuous. It remains to prove that P is open.
This property is local on the source; let K Ă SpRq be any component and let 0 P K
be the distinguished point of K chosen above. Consider a GalpC{Rq-stable contractible
neighbourhood U of 0 in SpCq such that UpRq :“ U X HpRq is connected. Pull back
ApCq Ñ SpCq to obtain a family φ : A :“ ApCq|U Ñ U with real structure τ : A Ñ A,
σ : U Ñ U . The canonical trivialisation R1φ˚Z – H1pA0,Zq is GalpC{Rq-equivariant
and induces via the polarisation a symplectic basis for the first integral homology group
of each fiber. The induced period map P : U Ñ Hg is a local isomorphism by Proposition
9.2, and P induces a morphism PGalpC{Rq : UpRq PGalpC{RqÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hτig Ñ ΓizHτig , by Lemma 10.3
below, where PGalpC{Rq is an isomorphism on tangent spaces and PGalpC{Rq “P|UpRq.
Lemma 10.3. The period map P : U Ñ Hg is GalpC{Rq-equivariant for the actions
corresponding to the anti-holomorphic involutions σ : U Ñ U and τi : Hg Ñ Hg.
Proof. Observe that for each t P U , the following diagrams commute:
Λ0
τ˚

H1pA0,Zq
´τ˚

oo H1pAt,Zq
´τ˚

oo H1pAt,Zq //oo
τ˚

H0pAt,Ω1Atq_
τ

Λ0 H
1pA0,Zqoo H1pAσptq,Zqoo H1pAσptq,Zq //oo H0pAt,Ω1Aσptqq_.
(25)
The right hand square commutes because of the fact that the anti-holomorphic involution
τ : A Ñ A is compatible with σ : U Ñ U , and that for each t P U , the induced
anti-holomorphic diffeomorphism τ : At Ñ Aσptq is determined by a C-antilinear map
τ : H0pAt,Ω1Atq_ Ñ H0pAσptq,Ω1Aσptqq_ whose restriction to H1pYt,Zq gives a linear map
τ : H1pYt,Zq Ñ H1pAσptq,Zq coinciding with the pushforward of τ : At Ñ Aσptq. We leave
it to reader to verify that the commutativity of (25) implies that Ppσptqq “ τipPptqq.
10.3 Preliminaries on the moduli space of real algebraic curves
Fix a compact oriented C8-surface Σ of genus g and let Tg be the Teichmu¨ller space
of the surface Σ (see e.g. [AC07]). Define J Ă Z2 to be the set of tuples pα, λq P Z2
with α P t0, 1u such that 1 ď λ ď g ` 1 and λ ” g ` 1 mod 2 when α “ 1, and
0 ď λ ď g otherwise. To every j “ pαpjq, λpjqq P J one can attach an orientation-
reversing involution σj : Σ Ñ Σ of type j P J [SS89]. This means that λpjq “ #pi0pΣσj q
and that αpjq “ 0 if and only if ΣzΣσj is connected. Moreover, every such involution
σj : Σ Ñ Σ induces an anti-holomorphic involution rσjs : Tg Ñ Tg [loc. cit.]. Denote
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by Nj “ trgs P Γg : rg ˝ σjs “ rσj ˝ gsu the normaliser of rσjs : Tg Ñ Tg in the mapping
class group Γg of Σ. Observe that |MgpRq| is the set of isomorphism classes of proper,
smooth and geometrically connected curves of genus g over R; define M Rg to be the set
M Rg “
ğ
jPJ
NjzT rσjsg .
Proposition 10.4 ([SS89] 2.1, 2.3). There is a natural bijection |MgpRq| ÑM Rg .
10.4 Comparison of the topologies on |MgpRq|
Proposition 10.5. Consider the algebraic stack Mg of smooth curves of genus g ě 2.
The bijection |MgpRq| ÑM Rg of Proposition 10.4 is a homeomorphism.
Proof. Let S Ñ Mg,R be an R-surjective e´tale presentation by a scheme S over R
corresponding to a family of smooth genus g curves C Ñ S over R. The composite
SpRq Ñ |MgpRq| ÑM Rg “
Ů
jPJ NjzT rσjsg defines a surjective real period map
P : SpRq Ñ
ğ
jPJ
NjzT rσjsg . (26)
It suffices to prove that P is continuous and open. To do so, define C :“ CpCq and
S :“ SpCq. Because Mg{Z is smooth [DM69, Theorem 5.2] we obtain a holomorphic
family of smooth genus g curves C Ñ S with real structure. Let ι : ∆ ãÑ S be a
connected component of SpRq and let K Ă S be the connected component of S with
ιp∆q Ă K. Let pi : rK Ñ K be the universal cover of K. Define families CK Ñ K and
C Ñ rK as the pullbacks of ψ along K Ñ S and rK Ñ S. Choose a point x P ∆ and let
Sx : Cx Ñ Cx be the real structure of Cx; suppose that j P J is the type of pCx, Sxq (see
Proposition 10.4). Let pi1 : r∆ Ñ ∆ be the universal cover of ∆ and fix a lift x1 P r∆ of x.
Lemma 10.6. If X Ñ Tg is the universal Teichmu¨ller curve, there is a cartesian diagram
C

C∆
''
oo

Cr∆ //

oo
''
X

S ∆
((
oo r∆oo //
''
CK
jj

C
??

oo Tg
K
jj
rK.
??
oo
Lemma 10.7. 1. If ψ is the map r∆ Ñ Tg defined in Lemma 10.6, then ψpr∆q Ă T rσjsg .
2. If y, z P r∆ and η P pi1p∆, xq are such that η ¨ z “ y, then rhs ¨ψpzq “ ψpyq for some
element rhs P Nj (see §10.3 above for the definition of Nj).
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3. Let U Ă S be a GalpC{Rq-stable contractible open neighbourhood of x in S such
that UpRq is connected. The family CU Ñ U admits a unique Teichmu¨ller structure
extending the one on Cx, and the induced map P : U Ñ Tg is an open embedding.
4. The map P is compatible with the real structures σ : U Ñ U and rσjs : Tg Ñ Tg.
Consider the morphism ψ : r∆ Ñ Tg as defined in Lemma 10.6. By Lemma’s 10.7.1&2,
the map ψ induces a morphism ψ¯ : ∆ Ñ NjzT rσjsg . We can define ψ¯ for every connected
component ∆ Ă SpRq and hence we obtain a morphism SpRq Ñ ŮjPJ NjzT rσjsg , which
is nothing but the map P defined in Equation (26). This proves that P is continuous.
But P is also open: by Lemma 10.7.3, there is a morphism P : U Ñ Tg inducing
PGalpC{Rq : UpRq PGalpC{RqÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ T rσjsg Ñ NjzT rσjsg by Lemma 10.7.4, which is open because P
is an isomorphism on tangent spaces by Lemma 10.7.3, and P|UpRq “ PGalpC{Rq.
Proof of Lemma 10.6. There is a Teichmu¨ller structure rfxs on Cx such that rfx ˝ Sx ˝
f´1x s “ rσjs. Indeed, by [SS89, §2], the fact that pCx, Sxq is of type j implies that
pCx, Sxq is isomorphic to a real algebraic curve pC 1, S1q where C 1 admits a Teichmu¨ller
structure rf 1s such that rC 1, rf 1ss P T rσjsg and rf 1 ˝ S1 ˝ f 1´1s “ rσjs (c.f. [dGF21]). Now
let Mg be the coarse moduli space of smooth genus g curves and recall that MgpCq has a
complex orbifold structure MgpCq “ rΓgzTgs. The universal covering orbifold of rΓgzTgs
is given by Tg Ñ rΓgzTgs [Thu80, 13.2]. In general, any map from a simply connected
orbifold X to another orbifold Y lifts to any covering orbifold of Y (such a lift is unique
if the lift of a base point x P X to the covering is assigned). Choose a point x˜ P rK over
x P K. The natural map rK Ñ MgpCq, induced by the family C Ñ rK, thus lifts to a
unique morphism ϕ : rK Ñ Tg such that ϕpx˜q “ rCx, rfxss P Tg. On the other hand,
there is a unique ρ : r∆ Ñ rK such that ρpx1q “ x˜ and pi ˝ ρ “ ι ˝ pi1.
Proof of Lemma 10.7.1. Suppose that trfβ : Cα „ÝÑ ΣsuβP rK and trgα : Cα „ÝÑ ΣuαPr∆ are
the Teichmu¨ller structures on C Ñ rK and Cr∆ Ñ r∆ induced by Lemma 10.6 extending
rfxs on Cx1 “ Cx˜ “ Cx. Consider the distinguished element x1 P r∆ and write Sx1 for the
real structure of Cx1 . Notice that trGαs :“ rσj ˝ gα ˝ SαsuαPr∆ is a Teichmu¨ller structure
on Cr∆ Ñ r∆. Because rCx1 , rgx1ss “ rCx˜, rfx˜ss “ rCx, rfxss, we have rgx1 ˝Sx1 ˝ g´1x1 s “ rσjs
hence rGx1s “ rgx1s. Therefore [ACG11, XV, §2] the two Teichmu¨ller structures trGαsu
and trgαsu agree on all of r∆. Let α P r∆. If Cσα is the conjugate curve of Cα and
can : Cσα Ñ Cα the canonical anti-holomorphic map [Sil89, I.1], then we have ψpαq “
rCα, rgαss “ rCα, rσj ˝ gα ˝Sαss “ rCσα , rσj ˝ gα ˝ canss “ rσjs ¨ rCα, rgαss “ rσjs ¨ψpαq.
Proof of Lemma 10.7.2. Observe that pi1pzq “ pi1pyq P ∆ so that Cz “ Cy hence rCz, rgzss
and rCy, rgyss differ by an element rhs in the mapping class group Γg - i.e., we have
rhs “ rgy ˝g´1z s for some rhs P Γg. But the equalities rhs “ rgy ˝g´1z s, rσj ˝gys “ rgy ˝Sys,
rg´1z ˝ σjs “ rSz ˝ g´1z s and Sz “ Sy imply that rh ˝ σjs “ rσj ˝ hs, so rhs P Nj .
Proof of Lemma 10.7.3. Since the Kodaira-Spencer morphism ρ : TxU Ñ H1pCx, TCxq
is an isomorphism by Proposition 9.4, the family CU Ñ U is a Kuranishi family for the
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fiber Cx. Since U is contractible, CU Ñ U is topologically trivial hence can be endowed
with a unique Teichmu¨ller structure trFzsuzPU extending rfxs on Cx. By [ACG11, XV,
(2.4)], the natural map P : U Ñ Tg is an open embedding.
Proof of Lemma 10.7.4. For z P U , one has rσjs ¨ rCz, rFzss “ rCσz , σj ˝Fz ˝ cans ([SS89],
c.f. [dGF21]). The real structure S : CU Ñ CU induces an anti-holomorphic map
Sz : Cz
„ÝÑ Cσpzq and we claim Sz ˝ can : Cσz „ÝÑ Cz „ÝÑ Cσpzq preserves the Teichmu¨ller
structures. Indeed, rFx ˝ Sxs “ rσj ˝ Fxs so that the claim holds for x P U . In general,
trσj ˝ Fσpzq ˝ SzsuzPU gives a new Teichmu¨ller structure on CU Ñ U , agreeing with
trFzsuzPU at the point x P U , hence agreeing everywhere on U [ACG11, XV, §2].
11 Density in real analytic moduli spaces of abelian varieties and curves
11.1 Proof of Theorem 1.3.A:
We are required to show that abelian varieties over R containing a k-dimensional abelian
subvariety over R are dense in the moduli space A Rg of principally polarised abelian
varieties of dimension g over R, for every integer k such that 0 ď k ď g. This follows
from Theorem 9.1 and Proposition 10.2.
11.2 Proof of Theorem 1.3.B:
We want to show that for g ě 3 and k P t0, 1, 2, 3u, smooth algebraic curves C over R
that admit a map ϕ : C Ñ A with A a k-dimensional abelian variety over R such that
ϕpCq generates A as an algebraic group are dense in the moduli space M Rg of real genus
g algebraic curves. This follows from Theorem 9.3 and Proposition 10.5.
11.3 Proof of Theorem 1.3.C:
We need to prove that the subset RkpV q of V of real plane curves that map non-trivially
to elliptic curves over R is dense in V , where V Ă PH0pP2R,OP2Rpdqq is the set of degree d
smooth plane curves over R. Let d P Zě0, N “
`
d`2
2
˘
and let BpCq Ă H0pP2C,OP2Cpdqq –
CN be the Zariski open subset of non-zero degree d homogeneous polynomials F that
define smooth plane curves tF “ 0u Ă P2pCq. Consider the universal plane curve
BpCq ˆ P2pCq Ě
''
S pCq
pi

BpCq.
The complex vector space H0pP2C,OP2Cpdqq has a real structure, i.e. GalpC{Rq acts
antilinearly on it and this action preserves the space BpCq. The induced action on
BpCq ˆ P2pCq preserves in turn S pCq, and the morphism pi : S pCq Ñ BpCq is Galois
equivariant. Note that family pi is algebraic, that is, comes from a morphism of algebraic
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varieties µ : S Ñ B over C. By the above, B, S and µ are actually defined over R. By
[FGA, V, 3.1], for a projective and flat morphism of locally Noetherian schemes with
integral geometric fibers, the relative Picard scheme exists. We obtain an abelian scheme
Pic0S {B Ñ B
over R of relative dimension g “ pd ´ 1qpd ´ 2q{2. By Theorem 1.2, it suffices to
satisfy Density Condition 1.1. In other words, we need to show that there exists
an element t P BpCq and a non-zero element v P H1,0pJacpStpCqqq such that xvy b
H1,0pJacpStpCqqq Ñ TtBpCq˚ is injective. This is the precise content of [CP90, Proof
of Proposition (6)], where Colombo and Pirola prove the complex analogue of Theorem
1.3.C. They consider a smooth curve C “ tF “ 0u Ă P2pCq of degree d, the graded
ring S :“ ÀlH0pP2pCq,OP2pCqplqq, the Jacobian ideal JpF q Ă S and the graded ring
R :“ S{J “ ÀlRl (see also [Voi02, Chapter 18]). Then F P BpCq, C “ SF pCq and
H1,0pJacpSF pCqqq “ H1,0pSF pCqq “ H0pC,KCq “ Rd´3. Furthermore, TFBpCq “ Rd
and pRdq˚ – R2d´6 by [Voi02, 18.19]. Under these identifications, the following diagram
commutes, where the lower horizontal map is given by the multiplication of polynomials:
H1,0pJacpSF pCqqq bH1,0pJacpSF pCqqq
„

// TFBpCq˚
„

Rd´3 bRd´3 // R2d´6.
This implies that to verify Condition 1.1, one needs find a polynomial F P BpCq and
an element v P Rd´3 for which the multiplication by v map Rd´3 ¨vÝÑ R2d´6 is injective.
This is done in [CP90], where the curve tF “ 0u they come up with is the Fermat curve
of degree d (compare to [Kim91, Proposition 3]).
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